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Bear Archery’s Product
Manager, Scott Alread, joined
a pre-rut hunt at Whitetail

University’s home base in southern
Illinois to introduce the assembled
writers and editors to new models
and a reorganized and reinvigorated
company he says can deliver on the
promise of “producing the best bows
for the dollar in the marketplace.”

A veteran of the Motorola
Corporation, Alread has been with
Escalade since the firm acquired the
assets of the North American
Archery Group, owners of the Bear
and Jennings brands. The Bear line is
where resources have been directed
in 2006 and 2007, starting with the
very successful Element, Instinct and
Code models and continuing with

The Truth, an entirely new bow
developed with and endorsed by Will
Primos. “Other than the Quad Limbs

Reorganized Bear Archery Teams
With Primos on New Flagship Bow

Bear Archery is now a separate corpora-
tion again. Product Manager Scott Alread
(shown sighting in at the Dream Woods
Adventures Lodge in Illinois) is part of the
team that developed a new look for the
company that now operates with a
greater degree of independence under
the Escalade Sports umbrella. There’s a
dramatic new logo (eft), the brand’s best-
looking catalog ever, and new models like
the Primos-inspired The Truth (right) and
the Takedown Supreme shown on the
opening page of this month’s Traditional
Focus column.
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and the pivoting limb cups, every-
thing else on The Truth is new,”
Alread told the group. 

The bow has vibration dampen-
ing material within that limb cup, in
the Sim’s Limbsavers on the limbs
and projecting out of each side of the
riser directly behind the limb cups.
The riser has a very light look to it
and has been pre-drilled to accept
the popular two-piece Trophy Ridge
quiver. A two piece grip and stainless
steel stabilizer insert add to the
appearance.

Alread said Primos and his team
came to the Gainesville factory and
got to see everything from how new
models are designed and tested on
computer to the patented process
Bear Archery uses to build quad limb
limbs so that fiberglass strands run
end to end, without being cut or
shaved away to form the working
section of the limb. Despite rumors
to the contrary, Alread said Bear
Archery continues to produce bows
(and now the Carolina line of rests
and sights) that are 100 percent
American made. Come to the plant

today, he challenged, and the first
thing you’ll see  is a parking lot filled
with cars from the expanded work
force. Bear even builds its strings in
house, and now makes The Truth
cables from BCY’s 452x, while the
string uses BCY 8125 materials. Neal
Byce III, who’s been with Bear
Archery since the 70’s, runs the
Gainesville plant, Alread said, and
deserves a lot of credit for helping to
restore the brand to the reputation it
once had for quality and value.

The strong 2006 line had models
at $299 (Element), $399 (Instinct)
and $499 (Code.) Alread said Bear’s
manager spent a week on the road
with members of the Hudalla and
Associates sales rep group, and came
to the decision that the right price for
their new premium model, The
Truth, was $549. “We wanted to come
in with that bow between $500 and
$600, and that where we found a hole
on the dealer’s shelves.”

With so much riding on  The
Truth, Alread said engineers may be
asked to develop a new version of it
each year. The  Code, Element and

Instinct could be replaced in 2008, he
said, by new and improved models
that continue to give the customer
the feeling that they’re getting about
$100 more in value than they paid
for.

The blunt-spoken Alread talked
about how tough the company is
about enforcing its Minimum
Advertised Price program, that keeps
independents from being undercut
by chains and catalogs advertising
bows at dramatic discounts. Across
the archery industry, 70 percent of
the business is still done by the spe-
cialty shops, he said, so Bear has to
regain and then keep their business.
Independent dealers need to take
advantage of the 3 million impres-
sions made when Bass Pro Shops
ships its catalogs, he said, then use
product knowledge and service to
“beat them at their own game.”

Things are headed in the right
direction, Alread asserted. “Not
counting youth models, we should
have shipped 60,000 bows by the end
of 2006. Our sales reps have been on
the street with the 2007 line for 15

Bear’s new engineering team developed an elliptical, perimeter
weighted single cam for The Truth. Both it and the upper idler ride
on sealed stainless steel bearings. Alread said Bear Archery owns
the single cam patents so none of the technology employed in
this new model require royalty payments to other firms.

Circle 175 on Reader Response Card
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days,” he said in mid-October, “and
we’ve written 1.8 million dollars in
orders.”

Helping to stoke those sales fig-
ures are two brand new youth or
intermediate bows. ArrowTrade’s Tim
Dehn visited a Texas retailer who has

switched youth bow orders from two
other brands to Bear, primarily
because of the cam system these
bows carry. These twin cam bows use
an Inner-Cam studded with settings
that allow 15 different draw length
positions. Part of the Carolina

Archery Products acquisition meant
the Gainesville factory gained a laser
engraver, Alread said, so the cams
can be clearly marked to help dealers
(or dad) adjust draw length from 13
to 27 inches. Each inch in draw
length you go up raises the draw
weight by 1-1/2 pounds, so these
bows naturally grow with the boy or
girl who shoots them.

The Pioneer II youth model is
finished in basic black yet boasts a
machined aluminum riser and Bear’s
compression molded limbs for $299.
With a draw weight that peaks at 29
pounds, Bear doesn’t have to add
Federal Excise Tax to its production
costs. That bow is also available with
a three pin fiber optic sight, two piece
quiver, three Safety Glass arrows, and
most helpful to young shooters, a
Whisker Biscuit arrow rest.

The Odyssey II is built on the
same platform but heavier limbs let
you choose 40 or 50 pound peak
draw weights. You have the same
wide adjustment range in draw, from
13 to 27 inches, but this model  car-
ries a full film dip finish in Realtree
Hardwoods Green. If you choose the
“ready to shoot” kit option you’ll
receive three Satellite Carbon arrows
and the two-piece quiver will come
in a matching camouflage. The camo
finish (and FET) raise the price on
this 2.9 pound bow to $349.

Bear’s 30-page catalog details the
weights each draw setting provides.
For a copy, contact your Hudalla
Associates rep or call (800) 467-1381.

Odyssey II (near left) and Pioneer II (far
left) share this innovative twin cam.
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Grim Reaper’s Jay Liechty (at right) helped sponsor the pre-
rut Illinois hunt at Dream Wood Adventures Lodge, and
brought graphic examples of the penetrating power of the
company’s Razortip and Razorcut expandables.

It’s often assumed expandables don’t penetrate  as well as
fixed blades, but the assembled writers saw tests that seemed
to prove otherwise. Steel Force is considered to have some of
the best penetrating heads on the market, and slow motion
photography showed the Grim Reaper heads matched that
penetration when fired from a shooting machine into ballistic
gelatin. Liechty attributes that to the wound channel being
opened by the small leading blade, and to the minimal force
required to flip open the three main blades. (Grim Reaper
heads don’t require rubber bands or o-rings. They have an
internal spring system that requires just 1 pound of energy to
open blades. Liechty said he’s tested other heads that sap up
to six pounds of energy to open the blades.)

Whitetail University’s Wade Nolan is working with Grim
Reaper on further testing that will embed fresh deer bones in
the gelatin and stretch deer hide over the front of it. The team
will  then film how the Grim Reaper heads perform when fired
from different angles. Because of the long leading tip and
rear-set blades, Liechty expects no problem with the head
skipping off on quartering away shots or catching and flip-
ping the arrow around rather than driving straight in.

Grim Reaper Broadheads can be reached in Utah at (801)
377-6199. For more information on the Whitetail University
marketing group, contact Wade Nolan at (724) 694-8858 or
Bruce Ryan at (304) 636-4404.

These Grim Reaper
Razortips are available in
weights of 75, 85, and
100/125 grains, with cut-
ting diameters of 1 1/8 to
1 3/4 inches. Razorcuts use
a single leading blade and
come in the same range of
weights and sizes.
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